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1           Answer all six questions.  
2           All questions are of equal value, and parts carry marks as indicated. 
3 Read ALL questions carefully. 
4  Show all working neatly in all parts. Answers without working details will attract little marks. 
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Question 1 
(a) (i)  Write the order of the following ordinary differential equation (ODE):         
                           𝑦′ + 𝑥𝑒−𝑥
2/2 = 0.                                                         [Marks 1] 
 
            (ii)  Solve the above ODE by integration.                                               [Marks 4] 
            (iii)  Show that  𝑦 = 𝑐𝑒2𝑥 − 2 is a solution of the following ODE:               
                     𝑦′ − 2𝑦 = 4 .                                                                       [Marks 3] 
 
(b) Solve the following separable ODE with the given initial condition: 
                         𝑦′ = (𝑥 + 1)𝑒−𝑥𝑦2 , 𝑦(0) = 1 .                                              [Marks 5] 
 
(c) Using a suitable substitution solve the following ODE: 
                            𝑥𝑦′ = 𝑦 + 2𝑥3sin2(
𝑦
𝑥
).                                                                 [Marks 7] 
 
Question 2 
(a) Check if the following ODE is exact. If yes, then solve it. 
                    cos(𝑥 + 𝑦) 𝑑𝑥 + (3𝑦2 + 2𝑦 + cos(𝑥 + 𝑦))𝑑𝑦 = 0.                          [Marks 6] 
 
(b) Solve the following nonlinear ODE with the given initial condition: 
                   𝑦′ + 𝑥𝑦 = 𝑥𝑦−1 , 𝑦(0) = 3.                                                                 [Marks 7] 
 
(c) In the study of motion of a small ball on a straight line it is found that the sum of its velocity and 
acceleration equals a constant K.  Assuming that the distance travelled in time t seconds is 𝑦(𝑡)) 
metres from the initial position y(0) and with the initial velocity 𝑣0: 
             (i) Express this motion by a second order ODE.                                  [Marks 2] 
             (ii) Find the solution of this ODE by first reducing it to first order.                                                             
                                                                                                         [Marks 5] 
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Question 3 
(a) Solve the following initial value problem: 
                      𝑦′′ + 𝑦′ − 6𝑦 = 0,    𝑦(0) = 10,    𝑦′(0) = 0.                               [Marks 6]  
 
(b) Given the following functions form the basis of solutions: 
                xe 2  and 2/xe ,  
of the following differential equation: 
                  0 ybyay . 
Find the values of a and b.                                                                         [Marks 7] 
 
(c) Given that y1 = x
3
, find y2 to form the basis of the following differential equation: 




(a) Find the general solution of the following nonhomogeneous ODE: 
  𝑦′′ + 3𝑦′ + 2𝑦 = 12𝑒3𝑥.                                                   [Marks 7] 
 
(b) Find a general solution of the following system of linear differential equations: 







   .                                                                                        [Marks 7] 
  
(c) Identify the following curve written in the parametric representation and sketch it: 
                      𝐫(𝒕) = [3 + 2 cos𝑡, 2 sin 𝑡, 𝑡]                                                          [Marks 6] 
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Question 5 
(a) (i) Sketch the following periodic function f(x) of period 𝑝 = 2𝜋.  
                              𝑓(𝑥) = {
    𝑥            
𝜋 − 𝑥
 
if − π < x < 0
if      0 < x < π
                            [Marks 5 ]  
 
 (ii) Find the Fourier coefficients 𝑎0, 𝑎1 and 𝑏1.                     [Marks 9 ]  
 
(b) Find the length of the following curve: 




(a) Find the directional derivative of 𝑓(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧) = 2𝑥2 + 3𝑦2 + 𝑧2 at the point  
P : (2,1, 3) in the direction of vector 𝒂 = [1, 0, −2].                                 [Marks 5] 
 
(b) Find the divergence of the following vector function: 
                  V= 4𝑥2𝐢 +9𝑦2𝐣 + 𝑧2𝐤   at point P: (5, -1, -11).                                   [Marks 5] 
 






rF ).(  of jiF 2)( xyxy   on  




(d) Calculate the curl of the vector v = 𝑥𝑦𝑧[𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧].                                          [Marks 5] 
                                  
 
 
Faculty of EHSE 
SMA209: Formula Sheet 
 
   xeyxy ln  
   cx
x
dx
 ln                                          xxdx cossin  +c 
    cxxdx  sincos                                cedxe xx   
1
 











                                  
 
    cxxdx  tansec2                               cxxdx  cotcsc2  











      cxxdx |sec|lntan        
   Integration by parts: dxdxxgxfdxxgxfdxxgxf ))()(()()()()(    












                 
    Change of variable: 
x
y
u   , uxy   and uxuy   





































     For  0))()((  dxxryxpdy ,    dxxphcdxxreey hh )(],)([  
     To make, ayxgyxpy )()(   linear, substitute ayu  1 . 
  Trial solution of: 0 byyay  is xey   leading to 02  ba . 
  Distinct real roots; General solution xx ececy 2211    
For double roots: 12 xyy  , 









Trial solution of: 02  byyaxyx  is mxy   leading to 0)1(2  bmam . 
For double roots: ||ln12 xyy   
For a differential equation: 0)()(  yxqyxpy , if y1 is known, then:    





































For )()()( xryxqyxpy  , particular solution py  may be constructed from the 
table below: 
 
                  
         Table of undetermined coefficients              
                         
Term in r(x) Choice for y(p) 
axke   axCe  


































xMxK  sincos   
 
)sincos( xMxKeax    
 
In solving a system of linear equations: 
  
       Axy  , 
first determine the eigen values from det   0 IA  , and then corresponding to each 
eigen value, solve: 
 
  0 xIA  . 
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a   
    dtttl b
a
2/1

















 ,        ffa  a  ;  a is unit vector. 









































  For 0).,( zyxf , normal fgradN , 
|| N
N





















































r          Flux: dudvvuvurdA
S
),()}.,([.   NFnF  















                        
